Stray Puppy Care
Link to the Game

Promoter

Type of Game

Target Age

Language(s)

Prosocial Value(s)

Prosocial Skill(s)

Objectives

Description of the
games

http://psv.europole.org/

http://www.gamesgames.com/game/stray-puppy-care

Friends of Education (FYROM)

Mobile game - single player - flash game

5-6 +

English
Environment / nature
Empathy
Equality / Equity
Help the others
Be empathetic
Perspective taking
Respecting Others
 Direct: Being kind to animals especially stray animals
 Indirect: Developing empathy; Sense of responsibility
 Inter and cross -disciplinary: Social responsibility towards animals
 Psychological, sociological, prosocial: Feeling the need to help and
protect the others (the animals in this case)
This game is very easy and will be familiar to almost all children. It is
divided into few phases in each of which you as a player are helping a
stray animals. First you clean it, than groom it, feed it etc. The
movements are very easy and straightforward and are designed for
very small children.
Although simple this game shows students how animals should be
looked after and how they should be treated. This is especially
important for children in countries where violence towards animals is
more or less normalised and many children are raised to be afraid of
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animals or even hurt them. They know there is no punishments for
their deeds, but thy need to be told that it is unacceptable.
Instead they need to learn how to take care of their little friends

Equipment Needed

Description of The
Activity

Timing

Androids 2.3.3 or more and IoS devices
The teachers can invite children to take their favourite toy animals
(stuffed toys) from home and bring them to school.
Children describe their animals (characteristics, food they eat, drink,
behaviour and tell the others why they like their toys)
They role play afterwards and each child takes the role of the animal
(changing perspectives) and this role play works wonders with very
young children as they identify with others. This helps develop
empathy.
Another activity is for teachers to show before and after pictures of
stray animals and how they have transformed after being adopted.
They can colour in, make animal masks and read and perform a short
skit about animals.
10 minutes

Images or Other
Documents

Other Relevant Links

http://psv.europole.org/

https://www.tivola-mobile.com/en/animal-games/petworld-myanimal-rescue/
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